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OTS ACCUSES FORMER THRIFT PRESIDENT OF UNAUTHORIZED
SECURITIES TRADING
WASHINGTON, D.C., Nov. 4, 1996 -- The Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS) has filed charges
against the former president of a New Orleans thrift institution for unauthorized securities
trading that cost the institution $8.2 million. The agency is seeking restitution and to ban him
from banking.
The filing of charges against Paul D. Clayton, former president, chief executive officer and
director of Eureka Homestead Society, New Orleans, La., is the first step in an administrative
law proceeding. Clayton was employed at Eureka from 1980 until October 1993, when he
resigned at the request of Eureka's other directors.
OTS charged that beginning in 1987, and until his resignation, Clayton engaged in
unauthorized investment transactions on behalf of Eureka that resulted in the heavy loss to
the thrift. The regulator accused Clayton of repeatedly executing documentation which falsely
represented that he was authorized to open margin accounts and trade on margin on behalf of
the institution.
Moreover, said OTS, Clayton did not record his unauthorized trading and the mounting losses
on the books of Eureka. The transactions were not authorized by, or disclosed to, Eureka's
board of directors, but were actively and deliberately concealed by Clayton, OTS charged.
Because Clayton's transactions were not reported, Eureka's financial reports, including those
filed with OTS, were false and inaccurate during the entire time of Clayton's trading activities.
OTS discovered his trading activities during a regular examination of Eureka in October 1993.
A detailed investigation revealed that beginning in 1987 and continuing through his
resignation in October 1993, Clayton's unauthorized securities trading caused a loss of
approximately $8.2 million to the thrift, severely depleting its capital. Since then, Eureka
Homestead has regained its former health. Deposits are insured by the federal Savings
Association Insurance Fund to the limit prescribed by law.

Clayton has 20 days in which to respond to the charges. The administrative law hearing will
take place in or near New Orleans at a place and date to be determined.
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